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It’s not just about the fines

DATA

DATA

Data is the new gold!

2014 Facebook’s 19 billion $ 
acquisition of Whatsapp

2021 Whatsapp’s Terms and 
conditions update – the ultimatum

DATADATA

DATA

DATA
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What does GDPR imply?
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1. Understanding

o The business and governance models

o Data protection and privacy framework

o Legal and regulatory framework

o Data transfers with vendors and partners

2. Assessing

o Strategic alignment and risk appetite

o Data flow mapping

o GDPR maturity assessment

o Road map

3. Defining

o Privacy and data protection strategy

o Governance, policy, standards and 
guidelines

o Data usage and flow mapping

o Data subject rights

o Data protection impact assessment and 
privacy by design

o Vendor and partner management

o Monitoring and incident handling



Improving data quality …

•Completing the data

•Purifying the data gold

•Keeping it accurate and up-to-date
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… means improving service quality

More efficient operations

•Data mapping streamlines operations

•Most site operators have third party marketing technologies 

running on their website that they are unaware of:

- Getting your site to run more efficiently;

- Incurring less downtime; and 

- Faster and cheaper resolving of third party issues.
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… means improving service quality

Adding value

•Using data to better communicate with customers, improve services, 

customer experience and save money

E.g.: a tourist agency telling its clients to bring necessities to a certain country based 

on last experiences => improved customer experience

E.g.: an airline informing its customers in advance of delayed flight => potentially 

saving from compensation to be paid + improved customer experience

E.g.: an online shop which invites customers to fill in a client experience survey giving 

them the possibility to win a price => improving quality service, product information 

management and customer experience

•Behavioral analytics and feedback use for offering of target-oriented 

business models

E.g. providing customer service in different languages to win over certain target 

groups
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•Personalized ads and content, using online 

data to adjust regional on-site promotions



… means improving innovation capacity

Services based on processing of personal data

E.g. Foursquare

E.g. Alan and Assicurazioni Generali health insurance apps 

N.B.! Polar app scandal

Personal data analytics may be the key to giving people what they 

want

E.g. House of cards series by Netflix
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… helps marketing your products

Digital economy is largely based on trust

•More transparent and compliant customer relationships

• Improved customer loyalty

•Deeper customer engagement
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Data protection as a selling point

•Developing products allowing you to lawfully and securely use your 

customers’ data to their benefit puts you ahead of competitors

e.g. Siemens Mindshere IoT platform

•Getting certified (e.g. for privacy by design and by default) may open 

doors (e.g. public tenders)

•Building your brand

- Protecting yourself from losing face

- Improved brand perception

•Greater investor appeal
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Modulе 2

The new developments in the roles 
and responsibilities of the data 
controllers and data processors 



The concept of a “controller”

1
2
3

4

5

A data controller is the natural or legal person, 

public authority, agency or any other body which 

alone or jointly with others determines the 

purposes and means of the processing of 

personal data. 

The key role of a controller is to determine the 

purposes for which personal data is being 

collected, stored, used, altered and disclosed

A data controller may be a legal or a natural 

person. Despite the broad nature of the 

definition of who may be a data controller, 

preference should be given to consider the 

controller to be the company or body as such 

rather than an individual appointed by the 

company or body.

The joint controllers must determine 

their respective responsibilities for 

compliance with the GDPR in a 

transparent manner. 

To further protect individuals, the joint 

controllers are required to make “the 

essence of the arrangement” available 

to the data subjects. The data subjects 

may exercise their rights under the 

GDPR in respect of and against each of 

the controllers.

A controller may delegate decisions 

about the technical and organizational 

aspects of the processing to the 

processor provided it reserves the most 

important determinations of purposes 

or means to itself.

Control stemming from 

explicit legal competence

Control stemming from 

implicit competence

Control stemming from 

factual influence

Opinion 1/2010

& Guidelines 

07/2020
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The concept of a “controller”/”joint controller”

Certain processing activities are naturally attached to the roles or 

activities of an entity (e.g. due to traditional roles of professional 

expertise) which entails responsibilities

Guidelines 07/2020

The processing refers to your relation with the data subjects as 

employees, customers, members etc

Terms of the contract may help BUT are not always decisive

Not necessary that the controller has access to the data processed

Two parties one of whom does not have such access can be joint 

controllers

CJEU, C-25/17, Jehovah’ Witnesses

Two parties not having the same purpose for the processing can be 

joint controllers if the pursued purposes are closely 

linked/complementary

CJEU, C-40/17, Fashion ID

CJEU, C-210/16, Wirtschaftsakademie

The mere existence of a mutual benefit

Mere use of a common data processing system/infrastructure

Mere successive processing of the same personal data in a chain of 

operations
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The concept of a “processor”

01

The GDPR defines a processor 
as “a natural or legal person, 

public authority, agency or 
other body which processes 

personal data on behalf of the 
controller”.

02
The existence of a data processor 

depends upon a decision by the controller 
to delegate all or part of a processing 
activity to an external organization or 

individual. The role of a processor stems 
from the organization’s concrete activities 

in a specific context.

03

A processor who goes beyond 
its mandate and decides on 

the purposes or the essential 
means of the processing shall 

be considered to be a 
controller in respect of that 

processing. 

04

The GDPR requires that a 
processor processes personal data 
only on the controller’s instructions 

and that a contract or a binding 
legal act regulating the relations 

between the controller and the 
processor be put in writing. 

Guidelines 07/2020:

can decide on “non-essential 

means”
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Best practices in negotiating the terms and conditions of controller-to-controller 
relations

 Contract or other legal act under EU or Member State law which shall be in writing, including in electronic 

form, and be binding;

 Determine the respective responsibilities with regard to:

- the exercise of data subjects’ rights and duties to provide information;

- general data protection principles;

- legal basis;

- security measures;

- data protection impact assessments;

- use of processors;

- third country transfers;

- contacts with data subjects and supervisory authorities, incl. data breach notification obligation.
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Best practices in negotiating the terms and conditions of controller-to-processor 
relations (1)

 Contract or other legal act which shall be in writing, including in electronic form, and be binding.

 Do not merely restate GDPR provisions! You should agree upon and provide detailed information on:

- the subject-matter, duration and nature of the processing;

- the type of personal data to be processed and the categories of data subjects;

- the rights and obligations of the controller (incl. to perform inspections and audits);

Limitations to controller’s audit rights within the agreement under Art.28 of the GDPR       should not be imposed!

- the rights and obligations of the processor (incl. obligation to only process data on documented instructions by the controller,

to ensure that only persons who have committed themselves to confidentiality will be authorized to process the personal data,

to take appropriate technical and organizational measures);

- level of security required;
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Best practices in negotiating the terms and conditions of controller-to-processor 
relations

 Remember to specify:

- how the processor shall assist the controller in fulfilling its GDPR obligations;

- specific timeframe to notify the controller about a data breach;

- for sub-processors - the choice between general and specific prior written authorizations;

- whether data transfers out of the EU/EEA are allowed or prohibited;

- ability to change choice on whether data managed by processors shall be deleted or returned.

 Code of conduct.
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How to choose our data processor (1) 

 Only use processors who provide sufficient guarantees to implement appropriate technical and organizational measures.

 Elements to be taken into account in your risk assessment:

- the processor’s expert knowledge (e.g. technical expertise with regard to security measures and data breaches); 

- the processor’s reliability;

- the processor’s resources; 

- the processor’s reputation on the market; and 

- the processor’s adherence to an approved code of conduct or certification mechanism.

20 May 2021: EDPB approved Codes of Conduct on cloud infrastructure service providers in Europe – already has subscribers

Not to be used in the context of international transfers of personal data
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How to choose our data processor (2) 

 Require relevant documentation:

- privacy policy

- terms of service, 

- record of processing activities, 

- management policy,

- information security policy, 

- reports of external audits, 

- recognized international certifications, like ISO 27000 series).

N.B.! The imbalance of power of a small data 
controller with respect to big service 
providers is not a justification for accepting 
GDPR terms!
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Module 3

The new challenges in processing 
special categories of data



Legal grounds for processing in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic or social, 
economic or other factors in emergency situation

EDPB: Emergency is a legal 

condition

which may legitimize 

restrictions of freedoms 

provided these restrictions are 

proportionate and

limited to the emergency 

period

Lawfulness of processing

•The GDPR allows competent public health authorities and employers to process personal data in the 

context of an epidemic, in accordance with national law and within the conditions set therein (e.g. if 

processing is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest in the area of public health)

•Under those circumstances, consent is not always required

•Purpose must be clearly defined !

By the competent public authorities: 

•Article 9 GDPR enables the processing of personal data, in particular when it falls under the legal mandate 

of the public authority provided by national legislation and the conditions enshrined in the GDPR

GDPR principles, incl. 

proportionality, must 

always be observed!
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Legal grounds for processing in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic or social, 
economic or other factors in emergency situation

With regard to location data in the context of the pandemic

•Location data not sensitive in itself but can become sensitive data

•Geolocation of individuals through mobile phones possible only under exceptional circumstances (e.g. 

state of emergency) and depending on the specifics of the processing

•Possible for Member States to introduce exceptional legislative measures to safeguard public security

which must be necessary, appropriate and proportional 

e.g. Polish government-backed app “Kwarantanna domowa” for quarantined people using geolocation 

and face recognition (mandatory app, exemptions apply)

e.g. Greek lockdown with SMS authorization for movement
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Legal grounds for processing in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic or social, 
economic or other factors in emergency situation

Voluntary contact tracing apps

Reference to the voluntary basis of the app required

•EDPB: If the operations are strictly necessary for the provision of the service explicitly requested, the 

processing would not require the user’s consent. If not strictly necessary, consent is required

•Processing of health data can be based on: 

(i) reasons of public interest in the area of public health;

(ii) health care purposes;

(iii) consent;

(iv) scientific research purposes or statistical purposes.

• Information on contacts of infected persons collected only with their consent

•Data minimization, e.g. personal data kept only for the duration of the crisis

•Data protection by design an by default, e.g. information stored shall not be possible for the 

controller to identify users diagnosed as infected or in contact

•Providing advice on next steps cannot be based solely on automated processing

•Auditable algorithms
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Legal grounds for processing in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic or social, 
economic or other factors in emergency situation

Voluntary contact tracing apps:

Distinction:

•Official apps

- TousAntiCovid in France by the National Institute for Research in Digital Science 

and Technology

- Italy’s government-selected app developed by a private software company

- (!) Corona-Warn-App of the German Federal Government based on Privacy-

Preserving contact Tracing etc.

•Third party apps

- VirusSafe in Bulgaria by a Bulgarian software company
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Legal grounds for processing in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic or social, 
economic or other factors in emergency situation

Employment context:

• Consent is generally not required as far as: 

- compliance with a legal obligation re: health and safety at the workplace;

- public interest e.g. control of diseases and other threats to health

• Bulgarian regulator: distinction between employees working from home and employees working from the company’s premises

• For persons working from home health data can be processed only:

- If the data subject has made this information available to the public;

- Based on presented sick note

• Entry checks on premises, incl. temperature checks allowed 

• Professional secrecy

• Information on an infected person can be provided to all employees in a manner  which does not allow for the person to 

be identified

• German regulator: lawful disclosure of personal data of people who are proven/suspected of being infected in order to inform contact persons 

only if knowledge of the identity is exceptionally necessary for the preventive measures

• Dutch regulator: Employer cannot generally register information about the nature or cause of the employee’s illness
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Retention of special categories of data

•Retention only as long as strictly necessary 

•Retention period taken into account in the assessment of 

proportionality

e.g. epidemiologically relevant retention period for 

contact tracing is generally about 2 weeks

•Location data kept for no longer than the duration of the 

emergency situation 

•Information of data subjects on the retention period
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Privacy by design and privacy by 
default 



Privacy by design and privacy by default

„Privacy by design/by default“

supports the idea that the future of 

data protection could not be 

guaranteed only by complying with 

regulatory requirements. Data 

protection shall become an 

integral part of the companies’ 

operations.

Privacy by design

•Data controllers and data processors, as well as IT system 

developers shall design their services so as to implement data-

protection principles, such as data minimization, in an effective 

manner and to integrate the necessary safeguards into the 

processing.

•The principle of data limitation means that data shall be collected 

for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes.

•Adequate security and compliance with the regulation.

•Documenting the technical and organizational measures.

Privacy by default

•Automated application of data protection settings.

•Full security throughout the entire process.Applies to small businesses and 

large multinationals
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Privacy by design and privacy by default

Personal data privacy during software development

Personal data protection shall be embedded in the software of the 

products you offer.

IT solution developers play a key role in the development of data 

protection compliant software

Data protection knowledge is a must in order to ensure data 

protection by design and by default in the development of 

applications, robotic services, automated decision-making 

algorithms, AI etc.

Getting certified

Design processes:

- Process of determining the means of processing

- Governance

- Technical and organisational measures
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Privacy by design and privacy by default

Implementing data protection principles in the processing of 

personal data

1/ Transparency 

2/ Lawfulness

3/ Fairness

4/ Purpose limitation

5/ Data minimisation

6/ Storage limitation

7/ Integrity and confidentiality

8/ Accountability
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Privacy by design and privacy by default

CJEU judgment – cookies consent

Promotional game of Planet 49 (online gaming company) on 

a website

Two bodies of explanatory text accompanied by checkboxes

‘Sponsors and cooperation partners’ without a preselected 

tick, i.e. implying an active behavior

“Cookies” for advertising with pre-selected tick, i.e. not 

implying an active behavior

Consent can be given unambiguously only through active 

behavior

Information provided to users shall include the duration of 

the operation of cookies and whether or not third parties 

may have access to those cookies

‘I agree to certain sponsors and cooperation partners providing me

with information by post or by telephone or by email/SMS about

offers from their respective commercial sectors. I can determine

these myself here; otherwise, the selection is made by the

organiser. I can revoke this consent at any time. Further information

about this can be found here.’

‘I agree to the web analytics service Remintrex being used for me. This has

the consequence that, following registration for the lottery, the lottery

organiser, [Planet49], sets cookies, which enables Planet49 to evaluate

my surfing and use behaviour on websites of advertising partners and thus

enables advertising by Remintrex that is based on my interests. I can

delete the cookies at any time. You can read more about this here.’
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Module 5

How to use personal data in a legal 
way in order to boost our marketing 
activities



Web advertising

Obligation of transparency and information

• Essential information shall not be disseminated across several documents

• Clear and comprehensive information

• Specify what data to which third parties and do not transfer other data

Obligation to have a legal basis for ads personalization processing

• Clear whether the legal basis is consent or legitimate interest

• Consent must be:

- Informed (on all purposes of processing, on the consequences of rejection, of who might operate tracking etc.)

- freely given (different consents for different operations, possibility to accept/reject);

- specific (for the specific purpose)

- unambiguous consent (no pre-ticked boxes)

• Do not place advertising cookies before consent is given

Transfer of data to third parties

• Specify what data to which third parties

• Do not transfer other data
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Google EUR 50,000,000 fine

Carrefour France EUR 2,250,000 fine

Is Privacy Sandbox the 

future?



Targeting of social media users

Joint controllership and responsibility

- CJEU, C-40/17, Fashion ID

- CJEU, C-210/16, Wirtschaftsakademie

•Precisely define respective obligations, incl. as regards:

Targeting on the basis of:

•Provided data

- To the social media provider

- To the targeter

•Observed data

• Inferred data
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Transparency

Clear phases and actors of the processing

Further processing by one joint controller

Right of access

•Re: the targeting, incl. targeting criteria

•Possible single point of contact

Data Protection Impact Assessments

•Criteria

• If necessary, both joint controllers are responsible

Protection of special categories of data

•Explicit

• Inferred or combined



Email marketing

Unrestricted solicited marketing

•Valid consent required: informed, freely given, specific (distinctly given for each 

purpose) and unambiguous consent (no pre-ticked boxes)

- CJEU, C-673/17, Planet 49

•Opt-in and (just as) easy opt-out

•Keep records of what the individual has consented to, when and how you got this 

consent; unsubscription

•Ensure your database is up-to-date

•Genuine market research and routine customer service messages are not direct 

marketing unless they:

- include promotional material e.g. aimed at renewing contracts;

- collect data to use in future marketing campaigns;
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Indirect data collection and use of data brokers

•The data broker must be able to demonstrate that:

- the data was obtained in compliance with GDPR;

- the data can be used for advertising purposes;

If consent-based – consent for transmitting the data    to third 

parties for their own direct marketing.

- the list is up-to date.

• Inform data subjects no later than your first communication that: 

(i) you have collected their personal data and (ii) you will be 

processing it for sending them advertising.
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Manage risks with marketing partners

Identify where joint controllership exists

•Joint controllership arrangement!

•You remain responsible

•An indemnity for breach of contract would not repair your 

reputation
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You have entrusted a marketing agency with the organization of a 

game where awards shall be granted. This involves processing of 

personal data of the participants and additional personal data of 

the winners. The marketing agency organizes the entire 

marketing campaign and you do not have access to the list of 

participants. But the names of the winners are published on your 

website.
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International transfers



What should the businesses keep in mind when transferring personal data

- Andorra

- Argentina

- Canada

- Faroe Islands

- Guernsey

- Israel
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- South Korea in progress

- Isle of Man

- Japan

- Jersey

- New Zealand

- Switzerland

- Uruguay

Adequacy decision in place? No problem!

CJEU, C-362/14, Schrems, level of protection essentially 

equivalent to that guaranteed in the EU

Transfers to the UK

•Until 30 June 2021 the UK is not considered a third country re: GDPR

•European Commission adopted two adequacy decision re: the UK



What should the businesses keep in mind when transferring personal data
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No adequacy decision? Appropriate safeguard required

Condition: enforceable rights and effective legal remedies for individuals

•Contractual arrangements like the Standard Contractual Clauses (“SCC”) of the European 

Commission

•Binding Corporate Rules (“BCR”) in the case of a group of undertakings/groups of companies 

engaged in a joint economic activity

•Adherence to a Code of conduct / certification mechanism + binding and enforceable commitments 

from the recipient to apply the appropriate safeguards 

•Provide information on what appropriate safeguards you apply, obtain 

a copy of them / provide link to them



Opportunities and challenges to businesses when transferring personal data outside 
EU / EEA. CJEU, C-311/18, Schrems II (1)

Decision on SCC declared valid

•The decision included effective mechanisms making it possible to ensure equivalent 

level of protection

•Transfers pursuant to SCCs can be suspended / prohibited in case of breach/inability to 

comply with

Privacy Shield Decision declared invalid, so what do we do?

•US law does not provide equivalent level of protection

•US law does not grant data subjects actionable rights before the courts

 Transfers to the US on the basis of: 

- the Privacy Shield are illegal

- SCC use shall be assessed case-by-case, same standard as for any other third country

- BCRs shall be assessed case-by-case, same standard as for any other third country

- Other tools under Article 46 GDPR

- Derogations: consent is possible if explicit, specific and informed
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Level of protection essentially equivalent to that 

guaranteed in the EU must be ensured

Supplementing the guarantees contained in the 

respective transfer tool may be required

New opportunities for European digital services

Selling points:

- Improve your risk-based approach

- Improve privacy by design and by default



Opportunities for and challenges to businesses when transferring personal data 
outside EU / EEA. CJEU, C-311/18, Schrems II (2)
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Is Privacy Sandbox the 

future?

•Technical measures like:

- Transfer of pseudonymized data

- Encrypted data merely transiting third countries

- Data storage where the purposes that do not require 

access to data 

- Protected recipient

- Split or multi-pay processing

•Contractual measures like:

- Contractual obligation to use specific technical measures

- Transparency obligations

- Obligations to take specific actions 

- Empowering data subjects to exercise their rights

•Organizational measures like:

- Internal policies for governance of transfers

- Transparency and accountability measures

What supplementary measures may we adopt?

•Choice on a case-by-case basis so as the transfer tool is effective in 

practice, incl. by taking into account the third country’s legislation



Opportunities for and challenges to businesses when transferring personal data outside EU 
/ EEA. The new model CC

For data exporters that are controllers

•Data exporter has to document the transfer impact assessment it carries out

•Set out factors that the data exporter must consider

•Stronger commitments of the data importer towards attempts by public authorities in the third country to access 

the personal data

•Transparency report

Challenges

•Transition period of 18 months

•Moving to the new SCCs 

•Renegotiation of the terms with third parties/sub-processors

•Burdensome documenting transfer impact assessments

•Enhanced information to individuals
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Providing more safety and legal certainty to businesses
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Big data and AI – the new horizon 



How the businesses can profit from reusing the personal data legally
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•Big data= 3 Vs: “…high-Volume, high-Velocity and high-Variety information 

assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing 

for enhanced insight and decision making”

•AI = “…the analysis of data to model some aspect of the world. Inferences from 

these models are then used to predict and anticipate possible future events.”

•Personal data can contribute to the AI’s data sets

•AI can be applied to personal data

AI need data like plants need water



How the businesses can profit from reusing the personal data legally
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•Assess to what extent the processing is likely to affect the individuals whose 

data is being used

• Identify mitigation measures

•Be innovative with the privacy notices and consent collection

• Say it all

• Keep it simple and clear

• Reassure people as to the amount and type of personal data being held 

about them

•Reduce regulatory risks to reduce the underlying risks of the 

technology

•Use GDPR compliance as a selling point: trustworthy AI systems 

highly depend on secure and well protected underlying data sets 

used to train and refine AI

•GDPR compliant reuse of data improves data quality and paves the 

way for innovation

Tension between Big data and AI  and GDPR is just a challenge … to overcome towards bigger goals



What are the benefits and opportunities of introducing AI in the data processing

Deployment of AI critical for the success of SMEs as they can:

•Help optimize processes

•Predict problems

•Develop more efficient services

•Save resources

Practical uses of personal data in AI

•Personal data can contribute to data sets used to train machine learning 

•Personal data can be used to analyse, forecast and influence human behavior 

e.g negative example of Cambridge Analytica

•Automated decision-making can be cheaper, more precise and impartial but 

can negatively affect individuals
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Big data is too big without AI

European Commission’s Proposal for a Regulation on AI:

- AI regulatory sandboxes

- Measures to reduce regulatory burden on SMEs and start-ups



How the businesses can profit from reusing the personal data legally
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Reuse of personal data consistent with GDPR is possible

•Purpose limitation as a flexible application of the idea of compatibility in case reuse is not 

incompatible with the purposes of collection

•Reuse for statistical purposes

•Data minimization: requiring the personality of data rather than their amount

•Exceptions to the prohibition of profiling

•The right to opt out from profiling and exercise the right to be forgotten to be made easy via 

appropriate user interfaces

•Use of personal data in a training set to be distinguished from their use for individual profiling

•Spanish Regulator: if consent for profiling is not provided directly by the data subject the Data 

Controller has to make sure that the person acting on their behalf is actually authorized



How the businesses can profit from reusing the personal data legally
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Open data in the EU

•From the Public Sector Information Directive to the Open Data Directive: 

- overcoming the remaining  barriers to full reuse of public sector information, in particular by 

SMEs 

- updating the legislative framework to meet the developments In digital technologies

•The EU strategy for data will establish trusted mechanisms and services for the re-use, sharing and 

pooling of data that are essential for the development of data-driven AI models of high quality

•Envisaged Government-to-Business data re-use subject to:

- Transparency and societal participation in connect to the purpose of the reuse

- Transparency and clear purpose definition between the licensor (public authority) and the 

licensees

•Concept of high-value datasets = documents the re-use of which is associated with important 

benefits for the society and the economy

•Processing of public-sector data via AI could have a transformation effect of various industry 

sectors



What are the benefits and opportunities of introducing AI in the data processing

AI in the processing of health data can help:

•Detect diseases

•Treat diseases

• Improve decision-making

•Provide treatment solutions
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What are the benefits and opportunities of introducing AI in the data processing

AI in the processing of data for AML and anti-fraud 

prevention can help:

•Reduce cost

•More effectively manage risk

• Increase productivity

In 2019 just around 10% of the suspicious transaction 

reports filed by financial services institutions led to further 

investigation by competent authorities according to Europol
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Opportunities and challenges for the 
business envisaged in the 2020 
European Strategy for Data



In brief…
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•Towards the creation of a single European data space

•Ambition to enable the EU to become the most attractive, most secure and most 

dynamic data-agile economy in the world

•Making it easier for businesses to access high-quality data to boost growth and 

create value

•Open, fair and democratic data economy model

•Fair, practical and clear rules for data access combined with trustworthy data 

governance mechanisms



Facing challenges
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•Availability of data

• Imbalances of market power

•Data interoperability and quality

•Data governance

•Data infrastructures and technologies 

•Empowering individuals to exercise their rights

•Skills and data literacy

•Cybersecurity



The four pillars of 2020 European Strategy for Data
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|1| General governance framework
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1/ Strengthening the governance mechanisms relevant for cross-sector data use and for data use in the 

common sectoral data spaces (both public and private players)

•Proposal for Regulation on data governance

Introduction of the concept of data altruism and the possibility for organizations to register as “Data Altruism 

Organization recognized in the Union.”

2/ Making more high-quality public data available for re-use, in particular by SMEs

•Expected Implementing act on high-value data sets under the Open Data Directive

Facilitating the reuse of public sector data which cannot be made available as open data

3/ Exploring the need for legislative action on issues that affect relations between actors in the data-agile 

economy

•Proposal for a Data Act

•Analysis of the importance of data in the digital economy and review of existing policy framework in the 

context of the Digital Services Act Package



|2| Enablers: Investments in data and strengthening Europe’s capabilities 
and infrastructures
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•Supporting data-driven innovation 

•Stimulating demand for products and services relying on data

2021-2027 EU funding for European data spaces and federated cloud 

Infrastructures, incl.

- infrastructures

- data-sharing tools

- architectures 

- governance mechanisms

for thriving data-sharing and AI ecosystems.

Also funding for:

- Edge computing

- High-performance computing/quantum computing

- Cyber-security

- Low-power processors

- 6G networks

•Supporting progress on data technologies

•Enabling access to competitive, secure and fair European cloud 

services

A “cloud rulebook” to offer a compendium of existing cloud codes 

of conduct and certification on security, energy efficiency, quality 

of service, data protection and data portability

Common standards and requirements re: public procurement of 

data processing services

Cloud services marketplace for EU users



|3| Competences: empowering individuals, investing in skills and SMEs
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•Empowering individuals with respect to their data

- Enhancing the portability right

- More control over who can access and use machine-generated data

• Investments in skills and general data literacy

- Funding for expanding the digital talent pool under the Digital Europe programme

- Updated Digital Education Action Plan for increased general data literacy

•Dedicated capacity building for SMEs

•Obligations on providers of certain data-sharing services: personal data apps or 

novel data intermediaries 

– Some challenges for the use of new technology tools (EPRS Blockchain and the 

General Data Protection- Can distributed ledgers be squared with European data 

protection law?)

•Guaranteeing the novel data intermediaries’ role as trustworthy organizers of data 

sharing



|4| Common European data spaces

•Industry (Manufacturing)

•Green Deal

•Mobility

•Health

•Finance
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Common European Data Spaces in the following strategic sectors and domains of public interest:

•Energy

•Agriculture

•Public Administration

•Skills


